Interactive Map with data stories from the YEJ 2014 participants:
Resume:





The first goal of workshop is to create an interactive map with all your stories inserted.
This will be the landing page of a community platform, which you will give life by filling it
with your ideas and work. We will be working with and complete with our workshop
results.
Your workshop results and summaries will be added to that community platform.

Please bring your laptops, tablets, phones and connection cables! Mind adapters! You might need
them!
Please prepare for the workshop with the following:
A) Project preparation:
We want you to tell us your story in regard to Data:
1) Task to prepare in advance:
 Prepare a little story about Big Data and your city / region / country. Therefore, scrap and
collect any data that you consider relevant for your story. (e.g.: you can analyse the
governments household spending to a simple gathering of number of students in your city
compared to number of cafés and bars etc.), and anything you can set in a relation.
 Later on, your data story in form of a infographics, visualisations, video, written essay and/ or
graphs will be implemented in the map (this will happen during the workshop).
 For those of you who worked with scrapping Data already this might be a little bit easier.
Some of you even used an example in their essays, which they would like to elaborate.

Alternatively:




If you find it too difficult to visualize your story using data tools, why not shoot a video of
your story (max 5 minutes) and upload this to YouTube?
Those of you who already have a concrete idea of a project they want to realize, please send
an update until Friday, August 29, so I can plan according to your needs.
Please send me a little description of your intention by Friday 5.9. latest to be able to plan

Remember:
It´s the idea behind your story that matters first, then take care of how to translating it onto other
formats.
2) Preparation for the workshop:
We want to get to know you, and so do others:
 On Monday morning we will start with a little presentation of you. Please prepare a
maximum of 5 slides (not more) to explain to your fellow students and teachers who you are,
your past experiences (also regarding Data Journalism) and what you expect from M100
Young European Journalist Workshop.




The presentation will be similar to Pecha Kucha, only that we change to a maximum of 5
slides and max 1 minute per slide.
Please send me your slides in ppt/prezi/pdf in advance by latest Friday 5.9.

B) During the workshop
 During the workshop we will work on a community platform:
 The landing page will be a map of Europe. Your own personal stories will be implemented
into the map.
 Please have your data stories as much prepared as possible or even ready to insert it while
you’re here.
 You will fill the community platform with life: with our ideas, discoveries, investigations,
workshop results, stories, blogs, videos, photos, link lists, maps and summaries of the days.
Everyone gets an account and should create a profile. The platform is an interactive working
environment (like google docs etc.) where all of you will work on simultaneously
 During each workshop sessions two persons will elaborate the protocol as a summary
directly into the platform
 We will divide the group into smaller working groups up to 5 people with own topics and
tasks on Monday evening
 The final result elaborated on Thursday will not only be the platform filled with all your
knowledge, which you can use even after the workshop to exchange ideas, collaborate and
further knowledge, but should also contain an interactive map with all your / a concrete
stories and statements about Big Data
 This platform will be presented to the Participants of the M100Sanssouci Colloquium
C) During the Colloquium Friday, 12.9.
1. During the colloquium some volunteers of you get to interview some of the participants of
M100 Colloquium. We elaborate the interviews beforehand in the community platform, so
that everyone will have a chance to submit the questions they want to ask
2. During the colloquium four people are asked to write a protocol of the conference.
3. Those of you that neither take notes nor interview participants are asked to fill our Tag Cloud
of buzzwords around big data and also note down statements of the participants applying
the Chatham House Rules. (This is also important if you want to tweet or Facebook during
the conference)
4. Please tweet actively using #M100SC2014 for the conference, #M100YEJ2014 for the
workshop but considering the Chatham House Rules (see above)
D) Other:
5. We will introduce the community platform on Sunday evening, but those who cannot make it
will have a chance to get to know it by Monday.
6. We´ll also hand out all information again in advance and we get the chance to talk about all
your concerns and questions on Sunday evening.

